Things Have Forgotten What the Shapes are For

Every burned book enlightens the world. (Emerson 1841)

Things Have Forgotten What the Shapes are For, (2022) is an automated-art-system consisting of a CNC (Computer Numerical Controlled) laser-enabled\(^1\) machine, driven by custom-coded software that removes parts of any book in order to reveal relationships between the images and texts across multiple pages. Each automated ‘reading’, or burning, generates a unique artefact while destroying the original, producing new ‘portals’ through the book. An experiment in post-digital publishing that explores the differences between the deconstruction and the destruction of knowledge in the age of the mass-digitisation of the book.
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1. The term ‘Laser’ is an acronym for “Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation”, commonly adopted in light research and applications since the 1960s.
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Description

*Things Have Forgotten What the Shapes are For*, (2022) is an automated-art-system designed to algorithmically burn books. More specifically, the custom-built system leverages Computer Vision and Artificial Intelligence, calculation, choice and chance to precisely laser-cut away parts of books. Through a process reminiscent of the 20th century art techniques of cutup, découpage and collage, the system reveals new relationships between the images and texts across different pages of any book.

Cut-ups often come through as code messages with special meaning for the cutter. (Burroughs 1978)

The Automated Art System

After an initial analysis of each new page through computer vision, the system updates the database with the publication’s semantic, semiotic and sentiment information before determining the optimal areas of the page to remove with its laser. Here ‘optimal’ is considered a somewhat indeterminate product of the intersection of a number of variables (or a programmable uncertainty), including considerations of colour, contrast and content on the given page, along with the potential preservation or revelation of matter on other underlying pages. The system is comparing each new page with every preceding page, in an attempt to uncover salient features, potential juxtapositions and significant combinations of imagery from different pages of the book which would not otherwise be possible to observe.
The system iterates through this process for every page of the book, attempting to preserve specific combinations (collages?) of imagery by building many ‘wormholes’ which travel through the book in ways that appear alien when compared to the typical pathways available for human reading. It is worth noting that the system has been designed to preserve the book’s original cover and binding throughout the process. The resulting book appears integral at first, only opened does its evisceration become evident.

The physical removal of the selected shapes from the page occurs by driving a high-powered laser module that, through amplification and focus, uses concentrated light waves to burn the page. This process evokes literary and historic precedents of book burning, censorship and information control in mass media. The project also engages with post-digital publishing practices that seek to explore new materialities of the book as medium in an era where networked computing has disrupted the more traditional roles of the book as vehicle for information and cultural distribution. The AI and machine-learning algorithms, on which our automated-art-system is built, are directly informed by the data-archives resulting from the mass-digitisation of the book by companies such as Google over the last 20 years. Such ‘artificial readings’ of the book underpin the dual processes of exploring new interpretations of the book, while simultaneously contributing to its destruction.
Once initiated, our system inexorably proceeds in permanently destroying the original book, while attempting to produce a unique new bookwork. Like the Ship of Theseus, progressively transformed through constant repair, our project tests the idea of the book itself. At which point have we removed enough material from the original for it to become a different book, or something else altogether? Finally, what can these remains of the book still offer?

This research is presented as a response, or provocation, to assumptions of beyond-human computational capacity, and its increasing adoption in building meaning through cultural production.

Acknowledgements. Open Source Libraries and software: Python, Tesseract OCR, Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK), Pillow, OpenCV, Tkinter, cnc.js. The artefacts of this work are singular edition artists books, presented as derivative works of found publications. No attempt has been made to contact the publishers, authors or artists of the original texts for permission or endorsement.
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